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By Daryl Fujii

American Psychological Association, United States, 2016. Hardback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book. While experienced neuropsychologists may be well-versed in the
standard process of conducting a neuropsychological evaluation, they may still have difficulty
determining a client s current functioning, given his or her unique cultural context. This is especially
true when the client and the clinician do not share the same ethnic background and language
fluency. In such cases, the clinician risks administering a biased assessment with invalid tests,
misinterpreted data, and inappropriate - if not harmful - treatment recommendations.Daryl Fujii
helps neuropsychologists enhance their cultural competence by providing readers with a broad
framework for cultivating an ethnorelative - instead of an ethnocentric - view of clients. He begins
by reviewing relevant research and professional guidelines that explain how cultural factors can
impact a neuropsychological evaluation. Then he outlines preliminary strategies for establishing
rapport and improving communication with clients, estimating their premorbid functioning,
gathering pertinent data, selecting and translating appropriate tests, and working with
interpreters.The closing chapters present a detailed case example that demonstrates a pre-
assessment interview, test interpretation, report writing, treatment recommendations, and a final
feedback session with the client.
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These sorts of ebook is the perfect publication accessible. I really could comprehended every little thing out of this created e ebook. I am very happy to
inform you that this is basically the very best ebook i actually have study within my personal life and might be he finest pdf for ever.
-- Fa via n O 'K on-- Fa via n O 'K on

Very helpful to any or all category of folks. It is writter in simple phrases rather than di icult to understand. Its been developed in an exceptionally simple
way and is particularly just after i finished reading this pdf in which basically transformed me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Ha nk Runte-- Ha nk Runte
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